
                        

          Aries Full Moon 

A ceremony and meeting on the inner planes 

Wed 8th April  2020   12.00 -  1.00pm 

                                                      (exact FM time 12.06pm) 

 The focus place for everyone at home is the  

 Aquarius Healing and Education Centre 

         154 Mt Barker Rd Stirling  

 

 Dear friends. 

 Welcome to the first of our subjective “Wheel of the year” ceremonial groups”. 

 Practical issues 

• Text or phone your name to me if you want to commit yourself to participating (Janet 0400886872) 

• The celebratory time will be 12.00 to 1.00pm on Wed the 8th April. I will send you the first names of 

people who have committed themselves to participating, so you can name them in the  group during 

the meditation /ceremony. 

• If it feels right for you, read the material below for information and focus 

• The colours for Aries are red for Mars and ray 1 yellow/gold for Mercury ray 4 and purple for Uranus 

and Ray 7…wearing  or visualizing some of the colours can help the focus 

• I will do the setup at the Centre and if conditions permit will send a picture of the centre to facilitate 

our group focus  

 

As the world wide actions about COVID19 close down the activities of much of our busy world, we will 

hopefully  begin to reflect more deeply about the significance and opportunities we are offered especially the 

balance between such aspects as ‘being and doing” “reflection and action” “being still and being busy” and 

how to bring the elements of earth air fire and water into balance. 

This Full Moon celebrates the fiery power of Aries which is cardinal fire. The cardinal signs are said to be the 

most spiritual of the signs and all the cardinal signs together create the cardinal cross of  the Solstices and 

Equinoxes. 

Aries energy is strong and initiatory like a spiritual warrior. The Northern Hemisphere’s Spring Equinox is in 

Aries and in it we can see the archetype of this energy in the vibrant prolific abundance of Spring and N.H. 

Easter. Here in the southern hemisphere, it is Autumn and  we provide the balancing energy to this. We can 

see a reflection of this fieriness in the Autumn leaves and in the sometimes prolific Autumn growth when we 

get the rains.  

      

 



∞ If  you read  the following  beforehand  perhaps note and mark the ideas that call you for use on the day  

Notes for the meditation time Wednesday 8th April 12.00-1.00pm ( Exact Full Moon time 12.06 pm) 

 Here are some suggestions to create the ceremony together They are guidelines only. Please follow your own 

heart and also add any words or actions that come to you from that place within.  

  Say each person’s name aloud and see the whole group sitting within the protection of the 4 directions and 

elements …North South East West/ Fire Earth Air, Water . Then see the sacred Centre and add the 3 inner directions 

“Above Below Within” This creates the 7 sacred directions.  

Breathe deeply… in for the count of 4 and out for the count of 4 and connect to the Earth and the Sky and take 

time for your own individual inner alignment 

Now connect and align with the group  “Heart to Heart, Mind to Mind. Spirit to Spirit ..in the light “.  Breathe to the 

count of 4, again taking time to align, this time with the group. Connect in whatever way works for you e.g. 

visualize the group, imagine joining hands and passing the energy  left to right around the circle through your 

heart and hands, say the people’s names etc. 

See/sense the angels masters and teachers who have come  to support our group all around the inner group we 

have created, holding us in love and protection  

   Meditation 

  Do your own silent meditation or work with one of these seed thoughts and/or the ideas that follow 

 “We are all fiery hearts of Love in the Mind of the One Life” 

 “ I balance my inner and outer  life “  

   “My heart and mind work as one, in the Love” 

    “I create Purity within  so all Love and Life may flow”  

A theme that came to me was that of purification. We purify not because we are unworthy, shameful or because we are 

to blame but in order to clear and open our system so we can be filled with more Light and Love and Power….A blocked 

river cannot flow! 

Using a lighted candle breathe and tune into the element of fire. Try to imagine what spiritual fire might be like. Take 

the candle lift it and work it though your chakras asking for cleansing and opening starting with the Crown.  

Ask for the power of Lord Agni  to guide your work with the fire.  

“I open my  ______  centre to the spiritual flame of Lord Agni . Lord please cleanse and purify my  ……..centre. I release all  

blocks all negativity and all doubt and I offer myself in service for the good of all” This is like the Christ at Easter being 

purified in the “fires of the underworld” and then  being  resurrected and appearing in his purified body 

 Following this, see the group infused with the fiery initiatory spiritual warrior energy of Aries. Now send that energy 

into the world to vitalise all who been affected by the Coronavirus physically emotionally mentally. Also send love and 

healing to the Earth that it may be purified and redeemed. See those energies clear all the devitalized areas in the Earth 

and her creatures and within the human system. See us balanced loving and whole able to make the needed changes in 

our world easily. See the  loving  relationship connecting everything into wholeness 

And so it is!! 

Inwardly thank the masters, teachers and angels for their Presence 

With your hands at your heart., greet each person in the group with a” Namaste” ( the soul in me greets the soul in you) 

Finish with “The circle is open but not broken .May the peace of the Goddess go in our hearts. Merry meet and merry 

part and merry meet again .Blessed Be!!  


